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We are grateful and excited to have received nearly 250
responses to our recent survey on CILA qualifications.
So, what did members tell us and how might we improve?
More opportunity to specialise in
liability and business interruption
Members were asked how relevant
the syllabi for CILA qualifications are
to their working day. We are pleased
that members scored the qualifications
syllabi highly in relation to relevance
to their role but could any
improvements be made?

led the way with 44% of respondents
wanting liability as a specialist subject
in the Certificate qualification and
32% wanting liability added as a
specialist topic to the Diploma
qualification. Interestingly, the same
number would like to see business
interruption as a specialist paper
within the Diploma qualification.

Members were asked if additional
subjects should be included at
Certificate and Diploma level. Liability

CILA learning materials
Over 70% of respondents wanted
more learning methods available from
Continued on page 2
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Computer based exams rather than hand written exams
We also asked members how they wanted to be tested
in future and 82% of respondents requested the use of
applications similar to “Word” and “Excel”. Members will
be delighted to know that the Examination Committee are
already reviewing ways of delivering such exam facilities
across all our qualifications, whilst also ensuring the
exacting standards required by Bournemouth University
and the CILA Council are met.
Survey respondents
Over 70% of the survey respondents are currently taking
a CILA qualification so they were certainly the right
people to ask how we could improve. The most common
qualification being taken was the Diploma at 22%, but the
Certificate and Advanced Diploma was close behind with
just over 20% of the respondents taking each of these.
Continued from page 1

the Institute with over 70% saying that they would be
willing to pay for qualification classes and/or on-line
learning.
We are pleased to have been able to respond to the second
request very quickly. The Certificate and new Diploma
qualifications now have on-line learning tests available via
our website. CILA members are also able to download the
Certificate and Diploma learning material via the CILA
Technical Library (requiring your My CILA login).

Continued commitment to qualifications and the
professional development of members
This edition of Claims Focus shows the continuous flow
of members gaining qualifications, and over 130 members
have already achieved qualification success in 2017. The
outcomes of this survey, such as modern methods of
sitting exams and appetite for study materials, will be used
to enhance our exams and the support we offer to exam
candidates. Where possible we have acted immediately
but we shall continue to work on ongoing improvements to
assist our members in achieving their personal aspirations.

DISASTER RECOVERY & RESTORATION
BELFOR has been helping business and organisations to recover
from incidents such as fires and flooding for over 35 years.
With Specialist Operational Teams located across the globe
we manage thousands of damages every year. Our experience,
expertise and proven capability make us a trusted partner of
choice to the Insurance Market and many business and
organisations directly. We are ready to respond 24/7, helping your
clients to recover quickly and efficiently from damage caused to
property, equipment, machinery, documents and much more.

A trusted partner,
a valued service.

24/7 Emergency Number 0345 0502 309
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• First Aid / Immediate Mitigation Measures
• Technical Damage Assessment
• Project Management
• Specialist Cleaning & Decontamination
• Drying & Dehumidification
• Leak Detection
• Electronics Restoration
• Machinery Restoration & Refurbishment
• Document Restoration
• Mould Remediation
• Odour Control
• Asbestos Removal
• Specialist Waste Disposal

Qualification Success

Elevations since the June 2017 edition of Claims Focus

New Associate members
• Dean Ciaburro

Vericlaim UK Limited

NeilSummery
Middleton
• •Paul

Crawford & Company
Cunningham
Lindsey UK

• Neil Hanson

Cunningham Lindsey UK

Jonathan
Mockridge
• •Steven
Webster

QuestGates
Ltd
Crawford
& Company

• Daniel Overing

Vericlaim UK Limited

• Stuart Williams

Cunningham Lindsey UK

New Diploma Holders
• Lyndon Fielden

Stream Claims Services UK Limited

• Eloise Harby

Stream Claims Services UK Limited

• Emma Quirk

Cunningham Lindsey UK

New Certificate Holders
• Muhammad Andriansyah Matthews Daniel Int Pte Ltd

• Andrew Melville

Crawford & Company

• Amy Annett

Crawford & Company

• Cathrine Minett

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Susan Bedingham

Questgates Ltd

• Paul Mobbs

Davies Group Limited

• Laura Bogdan

MI Adjusting

• Quang Nguyen

McLarens

• Samantha Brook

Questgates Ltd

• Viet Nguyen

McLarens

• Robert Cavill

Claims Consortium Group

• Christopher Northcott

Crawford & Company

• Hang Dong

McLarens

• Luke Parsons

Claims Consortium Group

• James Evans-Jones

Jelf Group

• Katarzyna Rejmoniak

Thornton & Partners

• Robert Gregory

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Garry Sumner

• Karin Harley

Crawford & Company

• Thuy Tran

McLarens

• Linda Hunt

Crawford & Company

• Jason Wakeman

All UK Adjusters Ltd

• Robert Johnson

Aspray Ltd

• Paul Jones

Crawford & Company

www.belfor.co.uk
This publication has been made available by the Chartered Institute of Loss Adjusters solely for the use and convenience of the reader. By making this
publication available the CILA does not offer any endorsement or recommendation of the views and opinions expressed therein. For a full explanation
of the terms and conditions upon which the CILA provides this publication please see our full disclaimer available on the Institute website.
20.07.17 11:39
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Sinkholes – are you covered?
By the CILA Subsidence SIG

The term ‘sinkhole’ is widely used these days and
can cover a number of different situations – such
as a solution feature, swallow hole or mining failure.
All involve the sudden appearance of a cavity at
ground level and associated panic from nearby
homeowners.
Whilst they can be very alarming, there are few
recorded incidents of injury resulting from a sinkhole.
Most of the attention tends to focus on whether the
problem is covered by insurance. The good news is
that it is…usually!
All shapes and sizes
Sinkholes come in all shapes and sizes, varying from a
small hole in the middle of a field, to a cavernous crater
beneath a house – we’ve seen them all. Where the
foundations are undermined and there is physical
damage to that building – then it will be covered by
most building policies under the subsidence peril.
However, some features will appear in remote locations
where there is no property nearby – here, the damage
(if there is any to a buildings element) is likely to be
excluded. Damage to the garden alone is usually
not covered under a Buildings policy rather than
being excluded.

Probably excluded

4
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Most household policies contain an exclusion for
subsidence damage to external features, unless the
main house or building has been damaged at the
same time due to the same cause. This may not be
an issue if it’s only a modest sinkhole but problems
can arise where the sinkhole is significant, causes
alarm and could perhaps pose a future threat, but cover
is not triggered as the main house is not damaged.
Such cases are quite rare but need to be sensitively
and pragmatically handled.

Media interest
One of the more unusual challenges with a sinkhole
claim is the media attention they attract. The bigger
and more dramatic the collapse, the greater the
interest. This is where the subsidence industry
can really demonstrate its worth with a rapid
response, accompanied by excellent engineering
and communication skills. So far, the coverage on
recent events has been extremely positive and shows
the industry in a good light.

Each claim has to be considered on its merits but most
insurers would look to assist their customers by at least
funding investigations to determine whether the main
house has suffered damage (or will do so in the
immediate future unless action is taken.)

The Hemel Hempstead sinkhole, for example, caused
wide disruption and loss adjusters worked closely
with the press, local authority, homeowners and
wider community throughout the entire process –
from making the immediate area safe to complete
restoration of the affected buildings. It’s a team
approach, where everyone works together, sharing
knowledge and expertise to achieve a successful
outcome for all involved.

Sinkhole treatment
Treatment of the sinkhole will usually involve infilling
with an inert material, often aerated concrete or a
sand/cement grout mixture where there are buildings
nearby. If the sinkhole is in a remote location, and
relatively small in size, infilling with stone or gravel
may well be sufficient. Some sinkholes result from
the collapse of historic mine workings, and here the
possibility of horizontal tunnels extending from the
sinkhole position should be investigated before a final
solution is implemented.

Generally beyond cover

Generally covered
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CILA CONFERENCE 2017
TUESDAY 12TH SEPTEMBER 2017
Hilton London Wembley, Lakeside Way,
Wembley HA9 0BU

6 CPD
HOURS

The CILA Conference celebrates and promotes expertise
in claims handling. The programme is designed to give
claims professionals insight and advice on technical
aspects of claims, along with opportunity to discuss and
debate the issues of the moment. This year we will be
considering the impact of the Enterprise Act, exploring
cyber policies and learning about modular construction
CILA Awards Dinner
Conference delegates can further choose to attend the
CILA Awards Dinner in the evening. This informal event
starts at 7.00pm with an awards ceremony, with the CILA
President awarding prizes to the highest performing
candidate in each of the CILA qualifications between
August 2016 and July 2017. A three course dinner will
follow and the event will conclude at 11.00pm. Tickets to
the CILA Awards Dinner can be purchased at a cost of
£65 for both CILA members and non-members.

Book your place today via the CILA website: http://
www.cila.co.uk/cila/events/conference/518-cilaconference-2017-save-the-date

We are going to Wembley!

Programme highlights
• The evolving cyber insurance market and
development of cyber policies – what is insured?
• UK terrorism, an analysis of the threat and potential
impact for loss adjusters
• Growth in offsite, modular construction methods,
what are the issues in a claim scenario?
• Complexities and practical challenges of claims
involving landlords and tenants
• Fraud risk in the business interruption arena,
what to look out for?
Speakers
• Ken Norgrove, CEO at RSA Insurance Ireland Ltd
• Ed Butler, Head of Risk Analysis, Pool Re
• Warren Haydock, Technical Manager Claims, Pool Re
• Luke Exford FCILA MRICS, Director, Head of
Construction, Vericlaim
• Nicola Maher, Partner, Edwin Coe LLP - Insurance
Litigation team
• Sue Taylor ACII ADV Dip CILA, Head of Technical &
Complex Claims Property & Casualty, Miller
Insurance Services LLP
• Richard Keegan FCCA ACILA, Executive Accountant/
Adjuster, McLarens
• Steven Nock, BSc(Hons) ACA ACILA, Head of CFAS UK,
Director of Business Interruption Major and Complex
Loss, Crawford & Company Adjusters (UK) Limited.

EMERGEN CY

FURNITURE SERVICE

Polygon - the UK’s first choice provider
of Leak Detection, Trace & Access and
Find & Fix services.

A rapid and dependable solution to
furnishing a temporary property.

Always By Your Side.

Get match fit - Perfect your claims handling skills

We are exhibiting at the CILA
Conference on 12th September –

come and say hello!

As a pioneer in Trace & Access services, we work with all major UK insurers
to provide a fast and accurate approach which helps insurers to mitigate
customer disruption, and reduces the claim costs associated with fixing
the leak.
Our Trace & Access service remediates the leak, makes it safe and prepares
the area for re-instatement. Every repair undertaken is carried out by our
fully qualified engineers.

Trace
the leak

Expose
the pipe

Fix Leak

Happy
customer

You can contact us on 03303 322 958 or email uk_leakdetection@polygongroup.com

020 3872 2295 | rental@davidphillips.com
davidphillips.com

We prevent, control and mitigate the
effects of water, fire and climate.
www.polygonleakdetection.co.uk
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Document Recovery Solutions
• Free Damage Assessment
• One-month free freezer storage
• Europe’s largest capacity

0800 019 9990 (24hr)
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Celebrating CILA
in the Channel Islands
Julie–anne Headington
Dip CII FMAAT ACILA FIFAA

My career story
I began my career in loss adjusting
in 1990 at Cunningham Hart
(now Cunningham Lindsey), where
I met Richard, my future husband,
when he came to the Islands in
1992 as the Channel Islands
Branch Manager. Whilst at
Cunningham Hart I achieved my
Diploma in Insurance (Dip CII).
I left to pursue a career in insurance
broking and then took a position
in management accounting
within private banking, and
completed my studies for my
Association of Accounting
Technicians (AAT) qualification.
I achieved Fellow membership
(FMAAT) on 22 June 2015.

Richard and I set up Channel
Islands Adjusters Limited in 2004.
We commenced trading on 1 August
from our dining room which we then
extended into our garage. In 2014,
having reached our ten year
anniversary, we further expanded
by employing two trainee loss
adjusters and an office manager.
Both trainee adjusters are on their
way to completing the Adv Dip CILA
by the end of 2017, with Richard to
also achieve his Chartered status by
the end of the year.
Seeing the business grow, and
having achieved Chartered status
both for myself and the business,
I could not be prouder. We now
have three staff which I am
mentoring towards CILA qualification
and having seen them pass their
latest exams, it has given me a great
sense of achievement and made me
realise that I am in the right role.

What makes you proud to be
a loss adjuster?
As a loss adjuster, I deal with people
mainly in times of stress. If I am able
to alleviate that stress, and bring
about a positive resolution it makes
the job worthwhile. Every day is
different, every claim is challenging
and I learn something new every day.

Richard and I have two children,
Holly, who is currently studying for
her compliance exams and George,
who is entering his third year at
Exeter University studying for a
Masters in Mathematics. The word
that sums up my working life would
be Family. Our team are amazing and
the children fully support their
parents, despite the long hours we
work – having the convenience of
a home office!

What is it like working as a loss
adjuster on Guernsey?
Being from a small island, we have
even received calls after hours
direct from the Fire Service who
were seeking help for the affected
households.

What are the biggest lessons you
have learnt as a loss adjuster?
The experience I gained outside of
the insurance industry, including
undertaking my accountancy studies,
I consider prepared me for the
role I have today. It is not always
easy dealing with distressed and
sometimes aggressive policyholders,
never assume anything, always
follow up conversations in writing
and leave the stress at the office
door when you go home.
What would you tell your younger
self if you had the chance?
Study hard, travel the world and
always keep a bottle of wine in
the fridge!

Julie-anne Headington recently
qualified as a Chartered Loss
Adjuster which in turn meant that
the company, Channel Island
Adjusters, can now describe
themselves as Chartered Loss
Adjusters. Julie-anne’s achievement
has been recognised and celebrated
on the island of Guernsey, with media
coverage, a presentation by the local
CII President and of course a party!
We are delighted that the CILA Deputy
President, John Eves, was able to join in
this event, meeting local business
representatives and having the
opportunity to promote CILA
qualifications and the expertise of our
members. The hospitality shown to
John was second to none and we wish
the team at the Channel Island
Adjusters every success in their new
status as Chartered Loss Adjusters.
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CILA LUNCH 2017

All Claims Great And Small

A small number of tickets are still
available for the CILA Annual Lunch
on Friday 13th October at the
InterContinental Hotel, Park Lane.

The Trials and Tribulations
of a “Lost” Adjuster

Chartered members can purchase
individual tickets or host a table for
their guests. The CILA Annual Lunch is
a great opportunity for members to
catch up with colleagues and network
with others fom the loss adjusting
profession. Individual ticket – £155.

by James D Buchanan
Retired member Colin J D Bowes,
who worked for Toplis and Harding
at their Manchester office from
1969 to 1995, has written and self
published a book based on his
experiences in our profession.
Although he has changed the names
of the people and firms involved,
the story is his own.

Contact Adeola Daramola at the
Institute office for further details.
Adeola.daramola@cila.co.uk
0203 861 5723

Set in the North of England and Wales,
London, the Isle of Man, Cyprus and
Lebanon, the book follows the story
from the early 1960s until 1977 of the
young Loss Adjuster in his investigation
of insurance claims which include
a domestic theft with a difference,
a dodgy commercial fire claim, a
holiday camp disaster, the activities of
public works contractors who should
have known better and multi million
pound claims in war torn Beirut
together with his enthusiasm for
James Bond, motor cars and music!

Exclusive discount available to CILA members!

Understand how to speed up the claim cycle time

Based at Polygon’s headquarters in
Huntingdon, this facility is believed
to be the most advanced of its kind.

Plus...
The course can be booked for an individual
or a group of 12 for a one-day course.
Alternatively, groups of eight can book
for a two-day course.*

Choose from either a one or two-day*
course, where you and your team will
actively learn about:
• The different technologies used
in property restoration
• The methods needed to restore
properties to their pre-incident condition.

TECHNICAL

DRYING ACADEMY

I have recently read this book
and it is a great series of stories
from beginning to end. Any
reader will find it interesting
even if they have never worked
in insurance/financial services
to learn how things were done
pre-regulation! The first hand
accounts of situations and
experiences made me laugh out
loud. A great read. I enjoyed it
from cover to cover.

”

Along his journey he encounters a
fascinating mixture of characters and
situations both serious and humorous
in his dealings with… All Claims Great
and Small.

1

Colin has so far presented £375 to the
Insurance Charities and has a target
of £1,000 which he hopes to achieve.

You’ll get to see all the latest innovations
in drying and restoration.

Always By Your Side.

Polygon, the global expert in property
damage control and temporary climate
solutions, is opening its state-of-the-art
Polygon Technical Drying Academy
for training, with an exclusive discount
available to CILA members.

“

Reader review:

POWERED BY

All Claims Great and Small is available in Kindle edition
from Amazon and other book sources at £3.99. You can also purchase a
paperback version (£7.99 inc. p&p) by emailing your name and address to
Colin at cdbowes4@gmail.com. Colin will forward the book with payment
instructions.
We hope that members will support Colin in meeting his target for the
Insurance Charities.

Please contact Robert Elliot, our Learning & Development Advisor at: robert.elliot@polygongroup.com
or call 01480 442327 for more information and to enquire about prices.
*The two-day option will be available in 2018.
We prevent, control and mitigate the effects of water, fire and climate.
www.polygongroup.co.uk
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FUEDI International Conference
Tuesday 26th September 2017
Hotel de France, Schottenring 3, 1010 Vienna
The European Federation of Loss Adjusting Experts
(FUEDI), have put together an afternoon event for claims
professionals covering key topics such as the future of the
European insurance industry, cyber risk challenges and
natural catastrophes.

Speakers
•	DI Martin Schörkhuber, Chairman of AFILA and
President of FUEDI
•	Prof. DI Dr. Matthias Rant, President of EuroExpert
and the Austrian Experts Association
• Mag. Verena Becker, WKO – Chamber of Commerce
• Mark Vos, Member of FUEDI Executive Committee
•	Prok. Dr. Thomas Hlatky, Representative of the VVO
in Insurance Europe, Head of Reinsurance Grazer
Reciprocal Insurance
•	Hans Lopatta, European Commission – General for
Environment
•	Christophe Fournial, Member of FUEDI Executive
Committee
Registration is at 12.30pm, with the conference to
start at 1.00pm and conclude by 5.00pm.
Further information can be found on the CILA website.

http://www.cila.co.uk/cila/events/external/
555-fuedi-international-conference

FIRE • MAJOR LOSS • ASBESTOS
With extensive experience in fire, major loss and contaminated waste, the Asbestos Group
offer a unique integrated service to Surveyors and Loss Adjusters alike.

Established 10 years

Telephone

For more information contact

Paul Higginson

National coverage

Business Development Manager

07836 692 184

Fire & Major Loss Specialists
Email

paul@theasbestosgroup.co.uk

The Asbestos Group
www.theasbestosgroup.co.uk
Stoke House, Harold Court, Saxon Business Park,
Bromsgrove, Worcestershire, B60 4FL.
Company Number: 6315530
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